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Opening Speeches

The kind hostess of this meeting was
Alenka KaniË, head of the Slovenian
ISMN Agency. She opened the meeting
by warmly welcoming all participants.
She thanked the library and financial
sponsors for their generous support.
Zoran KrstuloviÊ, the interim acting
Assistant Director of the library, gave
an introduction into the library’s history since 1774 and its different functions
as “National and University Library.”
The institution has been working as a
legal deposit for all Slovenian publications for almost 200 years.
Hartmut Walravens, the Director of
the International ISMN Agency, described the ISMN as the small, yet
growing sibling of the book number
(ISBN). His thanks for preparing this
panel meeting went to the library in
general and Alenka KaniË in particular
who undertook the task of organizing
the ISMN meeting after the overwhelming reception the panelists had
experienced in Ankara one year ago.
Finally, Jelka Gazvoda of the Slovenian Ministry of Culture, Publishing
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Miscellaneous

The 11th ISMN Panel Meeting took
place in Ljubljana, Slovenia, on May
16, 2003 by invitation of the Slovenian
ISMN Agency. The venue was the
National and University Library.
At the opening session of the panel meeting

and Libraries wished all participants a
successful meeting.
The agenda was approved without
changes.

g

STATUS REPORT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ISMN AGENCY

Hartmut Walravens opened the first
session by presenting the status report
of the International ISMN Agency. He
was pleased to report that thirty-nine
national or regional agencies were operating. A publicity campaign during
the past year of ISMN work has consid-

Standard”), its potential and administration in five languages. Hartmut Walravens explained that it was planned to
broaden the scope of information presented on this CD-ROM by adding examples of practical applications of the
music numbers. What are the benefits
and options in applying the ISMN in
the framework of production, ordering,
billing, and distribution? The next edition of the CD-ROM will put a new focus on this central issue.
The “Music Publishers’ International ISMN Directory” (M-PIID) will in
the future be published annually. The
fourth edition of the directory has been
sold immediately, and an annual update
will help to avoid outdated informa-

The German ISMN Agency, run by
the Buchhändler-Vereinigung in Frankfurt until the end of 2002, has found a
new institutional setting. The Musikverlegerverband in Bonn has taken over
the responsibility of the ISMN work
for the German-speaking countries
(Germany, Austria, parts of Switzerland, Luxembourg). It subcontracted
the ISMN duties for the area mentioned to the software company DEPARCON in Hürth. DE-PARCON has
developed a new database for printed
music, the technologically most advanced application of its kind. A representative of the company will give an
introduction into the software ideology
and into its application (see below).
In 2002, the first Internet publisher
offering sheet music in digital format
for downloading received an ISMN
publisher ID in Australia.

g

P ROGRESS R EPORTS OF THE
N ATIONAL ISMN A GENCIES

Susanne Berke (l.) and Alenka KaniË of the Hungarian and Slovenian ISMN agencies

erably pushed the dissemination of the
music number forward.
In small countries with no major tradition of music publishing, the introduction of the ISMN had helped to
make the production of printed music
known to national institutions. It has
created a level of alertness among them
by the simple fact that an exploration
of the market for printed music, its
structure and size, is prerequisite for
number assignments by the International Agency.
Part of the publicity campaign was
the distribution of a CD-ROM introducing the ISMN (“ISMN. The New
2
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tion. Again, the help of the national
agencies is strongly needed.
A new database system—a central
part of the ISMN work at the International Agency—is in the process of
being completed. This project will be
drawn to a close within the next few
months. The software will be the latest
in technology and will include interfaces which will allow a smooth data
exchange with other applications. In
the early stages of development, problems with Open Source software tools
for database programming had delayed
the schedule for the completion of the
project considerably.

Alenka KaniË (Slovenia) reported that
thirty Slovenian music publishers have
received an ISMN publisher ID so far.
She stressed the fact that the ISMN
work profits very much from the cooperation with the music department of
the National and University Library.
Susanne Sugar (Denmark) indicated
that with fifty-six music publishers applying for the ISMN in her country at
the present time, a maximum dissemination of the music number in
Denmark has been reached.
Of the twenty to thirty publishers of
printed music in Hungary only twelve
are using ISMNs, as was reported by
Susanne Berke. Partly responsible for
this response from the publishers’ side
is the fact that more active publishers
furnished their editions of printed music with ISBNs in times when the
ISMN was not available. As Hartmut
Walravens pointed out, these publishers, whether in Hungary or other
ISMN member countries, should not
be forced to give up their ISBN application as long as their number contingents are not used up. In some cases
publishers have been convinced to use
ISMNs and ISBNs side by side.

Joachim Jaenecke
of the Berlin State
Library (l.) and
Hartmut Walravens,
Director of the
International
ISMN Agency

Hasan Duman (Turkey) indicated
that the ISMN should be addressed not
only to music publishers but to song
writers as well. He considered copyright issues one of the most important
issues of the ISMN application and
stressed the cooperation of the ISMN
office with MESAM (Türkiye Musiki
Eserleri Sahipleri Meslek BirliÛi).
Berit Holth (Norway) reported that
fifty-six music publishers have joined
the ISMN community so far. All the
main music publishers do participate in
the system. An overall number of 742
items received ISMNs in 2002. More
than five thousand items have been given ISMNs since the ISMN system was
introduced in Norway in 1996.
Antonín Je£ábek informed the audience that in the Czech Republic all editions of printed music receive an
ISMN; in cases in which the publisher
has not registered for a publisher ID,
the national library is allocating ISMNs
independently. The CD-ROM “ISMN.
The New Standard” has been supplemented by a Czech version and is
accessible through the library’s
intranet.
George Zachos reported on the initiatives of the Greek ISMN Agency to
implement the ISMN in Greece. A
meeting with publishers has been or-

ganized, and in Greece too it turned
out to be difficult to convince music
publishers to switch from the ISBN to
the ISMN. He announced that publicity efforts will be intensified in the
future.
According to Breza Šalamon-Cindori about 150 items of printed music are
published in Croatia annually. Thirty
percent of the music publishers belong
to the group of ephemeral publishers
(author-publishers).
Vesna AleksandroviÊ (Serbia and
Montenegro) brought the ISMN contract signed by the National and University Library in Belgrade in her luggage to Ljubljana and, therefore, was
able to introduce Serbia as the brandnew ISMN member; the ISMN agency
will start business, she announced, after
the panel meeting.
Finally, Joachim Jaenecke informed
the audience that the International
Association of Music Libraries, Archives and Documentation Centres
(IAML) always was and still is interested in the ISMN and the progress the
number is making. In some countries
IAML was instrumental in starting
ISMN activities, and, as Hartmut Walravens remarked, music librarians in
general had turned out to be initiative
and reliable ISMN partners.

g

F INANCES

Hartmut Walravens explained that, as
far as finances are concerned, there is
room for improvement: Some of the
large ISMN countries are not paying
the annual membership fee. With the
U.S. ISMN agency no contract has yet
been signed. The U.K. Agency were
pushed by the International Agency
and declared their readiness to pay the
outstanding amount of money. In Germany, the national agency moved from
the Buchhändler-Vereinigung to the
Musikverlegerverband, a change which
opened up new perspectives in several
respects; yet, at the moment the Musikverlegerverband does not have sufficient financial resources at its disposal
to allow any annual payment. Special
thanks, Hartmut Walravens continued,
goes to France which has to be considered as a model country in supporting
the ISMN system with a generous financial contribution. After Ricordi was
sold, Italy faced a dramatic decrease in
the production of printed music and
lost its financial backing which in the
past had been based on a flourishing
Italian music market.
Hartmut Walravens explained the
budget plan and the deficit shown in
the hand-out presenting an estimate of
ISMN Newsletter 13 (2003)
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to-be-expected membership fees for
this year and matching revenues with
expenditures. Funding by the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin and ISBN resources will help out for the time being.
Yet, the International Agency feels
some pressure to cover this deficit under its own steam and will have to continue work with a balanced budget in
the near future.
Attempts to integrate Japan, the last
big player on the music market not being covered by the ISMN, have not succeeded so far due to limited human and
financial resources at the International
Agency. A promising approach to initiate ISMN activities in Japan would be
an on-the-spot publicity campaign.
Japan is an important country which is
highlighted by the great benefit of the
Japanese commitment to the ISBN.
Hartmut Walravens addressed his
formal thanks to all ISMN representatives who have been supportive in the
past.

Ivan KaniË during a conducted tour through the
National and University Library offering the
participants of the panel a wealth of insights
into the building and its history
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The reading hall of the National and University Library in Ljubljana

g

ISBN S TANDARD R EVISION
AND THE ISMN
Since 2002, ISO 2108, the standard for
the International Standard Book Number, has been undergoing a routine revision process. Hartmut Walravens reported on the current state of affairs
and its possible effects on the ISMN.
The formal ISO Committee Draft of
the revised ISBN standard has been
sent out to national standards bodies
for the first round of voting. It has been
approved with comments which were
discussed at the ISO TC 46/SC 9/
WG 4 meeting in Rome at the end of
May. The next stage of the revision
process will be a Draft International
Standard. Following further voting
processes, the final standard should be
published by 2005. If the revision committee’s recommendations are accepted, the new style ISBN will come into
use on January 1, 2007.
The most substantial change will be
the extension of the ISBN from ten to
thirteen digits, incorporating the EAN.
UCC prefix. This prefix is already used
as part of the Bookland barcode. Until
the current stock of numbers is exhausted, 978 will be used as the prefix.
For this extended ISBN the check digit
has to be calculated anew. Afterwards,
the prefix 979—now in use for the
ISMN— will be introduced.
Major changes are also being made
to the governance and administration
of the ISBN system internationally.
Hartmut Walravens reported on the

plans of the Prussian Cultural Foundation and the ISBN Executive Committee to turn the International ISBN
Agency, the co-ordinating body for the
164 ISBN agencies worldwide, into a
non-profit organization. Membership
fees will be requested from the members of the general assembly to fund
the International Agency.
Also, for the first time, there will be
a core set of descriptive metadata elements which will be based on ONIX
(http://www.editeur.org/onix.html).
If approved, the change will affect
virtually everyone in the book supply
chain. Publishers, distributors, wholesalers, booksellers, libraries and any
other organisations that record, store or
exchange ISBNs will have to ensure
that their systems can accommodate
and read the 13 digit ISBN by January
2007. For further details and for a comprehensive set of FAQs about the
changes to ISBN, please visit http://
www.nlc-bnc.ca/iso/tc46sc9/isbn.htm.
According to Hartmut Walravens,
possible impacts on the ISMN will only
arise if the two existing identification
systems are handled incorrectly: As one
tenth of the bar coded 979 is reserved
for Bookland ISMN, the rest can safely
be used for ISBN.
When being converted into EAN
bar code, the preceding M of the
ISMN will be transformed into 0 (zero). So all barcoded ISMNs will start
with 979-0. At the moment, there are
no technical reasons to change anything
concerning the ISMN. The barcoded

Internet has been discussed for quite a
while. An “electronic publication work
group” was formed which developed
guidelines which will become part of
the ISBN standard revision text (see
above). For the ISMN, we are only beginning to realize that “electronic publications,” when it comes to printed
music, are going to change the traditional market considerably. In 2002, the
first Internet publisher received an
ISMN which was assigned by the Australian ISMN Agency.

g H OW TO D EFINE “D IGITAL
In the Music Department of the National and University Library

ISMNs must be treated in the traditional way.
Hartmut Walravens stated that he is
personally not in favour of the book
trade’s idea to convert all ten-digit
ISBNs into thirteen digits. He favours
the plan supported by library representatives to use up the existing numbers
first and to make a new start with thirteen numbers afterwards.
The director expressed his hopes
that these issues would be discussed extensively in Rome and that the decisions made would be reasonable and
sensitive.
There were no further comments or
questions from the participants.

g

D IGITAL M USIC N OTATIONS .
A C ASE FOR THE I NTERNATION AL S TANDARD M USIC N UMBER ?
( BY U LRICH W EGNER )
While preparing the fourth issue of the
Music Publishers’ International ISMN
Directory, we started to comb the Internet for publishers who offer digital
musical notations for downloading. We
experienced a surprisingly dynamic
publisher scene of unexpected dimensions. Websites with tens of thousands
of musical notations offered for download are no exception. There is a highly
developed network identity among
people involved. A “Free Sheet Music
Award” is given to selected Internet

sites. Some sites organize the digital
material as “virtual libraries,” i.e., collections of pertinent links or lists of
links pointing to relevant sites on the
web. In these virtual libraries URLs
might be grouped according to musical
instruments, context of performance,
etc.; each site might be critically evaluated.
The intention of a certain group of
music publishers to gain a strong foothold in the Internet was supported by
technological developments which
drastically raised the possibilities offered by computer applications to private users. The number of Internet accounts in private settings was (and still
is) constantly growing. Data is transferred on the Internet with increasing
speed. The quality of laser printing has
improved considerably, and cost of
laser printers has dropped. The same is
true for software which can be used for
musical typesetting. These developments all contribute to the growing efficiency of the “digital supply chain”
which directly connects the musician
using a musical notation with the person who typesets the music.
In short, since the mid-1990s, an Internet market for digital music notations has developed which nowadays,
at least in part, is seriously challenging
traditional music publishing.
Are these developments of relevance
for the ISMN and its future? Among
ISBN representatives rules of procedure concerning an increasing number
of eBooks and eTexts offered on the

M USICAL N OTATION ?”

T HE M USICIAN
O PERATOR
g

AS

P RINTER

First of all, there is a terminological
problem. Strictly speaking, the digital
music notation is not “printed music.”
When it comes to printing, in fact a
digital-analogue conversion (the transfer of the digital source into print on
paper) takes place. Maybe one should
refer to it as “music to-be-printed.” As
a rule, a musician will not use a digital
notation directly but use it only as the
source for a print-out. The computer
screen is an unsuitable tool for displaying a musical notation during daily rehearsal. The musician has to print out
what he has downloaded. If we compare this with the traditional way of
producing sheet music, it is only the
last step of the production process
which has been delegated to the user.
The musician might use the same sort
of computer file which the traditional
music publisher uses for his production
run. Yet, the file that the music publisher forwards on to the printers is put
directly into the hands of the musician
for further and final processing.
What the musician pulls out of his
printer’s paper bin, is a number of unbound sheets of paper–“sheet music”
in the strict sense of the term. In Webster’s “Third New International Dictionary” (1986) and the 2003 edition of
Merriam-Webster OnLine (http://
www.m-w.com/home.htm), “sheet music”—nowadays often used as the generic term for all kinds of printed muISMN Newsletter 13 (2003)
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T:Paddy O'Rafferty
C:Trad.
M:6/8
K:D
dff cee|def gfe|dff cee|dfe dBA|dff cee|def gfe|faf gfe|1 dfe dBA:|2 dfe dcB||
~A3 B3|gfe fdB|AFA B2c|dfe dcB|~A3 ~B3|efe efg|faf gfe|1 dfe dcB:|2 dfe dBA||
fAA eAA|def gfe|fAA eAA|dfe dBA|fAA eAA|def gfe|faf gfe|dfe dBA:|

Paddy O’Rafferty

Trad.

Yogyakarta and Surakarta are downloadable (http://www.calarts.edu/
~drummond/gendhing.html) (Ex. 2).
There is, however, an international
market for the distribution of cipher
notations from Indonesia with several
hundred of such gong orchestras being
played outside Indonesia.

D IGITAL F ORMATS OF S HEET
M USIC IN THE I NTERNET
g

Example 1: “Paddy O’Rafferty.” An Irish folk tune in ABC and staff notation

sic items—is defined as “music printed
on large unbound sheets of paper.”
And that is what the term originally described, when it came into use in the
United States in the first half of the
19th century (Elliker 1998/99).
How handy is a loose-leaf pile of
print-outs for a musician in comparison
to a bound edition? “Unbound sheets
of paper” resting on the music stand
are not an unusual experience for a musician. Those who have the choice either to group four separate sheets of
paper side by side on this music stand,
or to turn the page twice using a bound
edition, know that the fact that pages
are bound and fastened is not a very
strong argument supporting the use of
bound editions.

g

T HE G RAPHICAL R EPRESENT V IRTUAL S HEET M USIC

ATION OF

ISO 10957 does not define the term
“sheet music.” As the Internet has produced some new modes of graphical
representation of music, it might be interesting to have a short look at some
examples which differ from Western
staff notation:
(1) ABC Notation
ABC notation was introduced in 1991,
being designed particularly for Internet
usage (see http://www.gre.ac.uk/
~c.walshaw/abc/ among others). It was
meant to allow the notation of primarily Western European folk tunes. This
6
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notation uses plain ASCII text. One of
its advantages is that it can be easily
transferred over the Internet due to the
small file size of an ASCII/ABC file. In
addition, it is an efficient tool for
grouping or retrieving melodies or melody incipits in large folk song collections (Ex. 1) (For Beethoven’s Seventh
Symphony, Second Movement, in ABC
notation, please visit the following site:
http://www.ucolick.org/~sla/abcmusic/
sym7mov2.html).
(2) Tab Notation
There are large collections of guitar
and bass tablatures offered on the Internet. Again, they are built up using
ASCII text. Tablatures show the fingering, that is, they tell the musician where
to put his or her fingers on the fret
board of a string instrument or the keyboard of an accordion. About 100,000
musical notations of this kind are retrievable at “www.tabcrawler.com.”
This site boasts a collection of about
450,000 guitar and bass tabs. A search
for a guitar tablature of “Smells Like
Teen Spirit,” one of the crash hits of
the guitar band “Nirvana” in 1991, at
Tabrobot results in 167 hits. A comparison of file names leads to the assumption that an overall number of sixty different files are downloadable.
(3) Javanese “balungan”
Finally, one more exotic example:
Core melodies of several hundred compositions for Javanese gong orchestras
as played in the Sultan’s palaces of

Digital formats for sheet music on the
Internet are as variable as the modes of
graphic representation of music found
thereon. There is an amazing number
of software packages designed to handle tab and ABC notations with TablEdit, Tabestry, Bucket O’Tab and
Wayne Cripps being the most prominent. Software designed for typesetting
of music like Finale, Score, Capella,
etc. uses specific file formats; these files
can, as a rule, be read and edited only
by the software which was used for creating these files. Besides those proprietary formats, there is a large variety of
non-proprietary (graphic) formats like
TIF, JPEG, EPS, and PDF, which can
be displayed and used for printing in a
wide variety of hard- and software contexts.
The options for file conversion are
manifold: ABC notation can be converted into Western staff notation and
exported as a graphic file. Printed
pages can be processed with the appropriate scanner software and read into a
programme for musical typesetting.
Notations of all kinds can be exported
into WAV files. And a keyboard
hooked up to the MIDI interface of a
soundcard might be used not only for
playing a melody, but also for converting it into a musical notation while it is
being played. Thus, you can notate music digitally simply by playing it on the
keyboard.

B RIDGING THE G AP B ETWEEN
P RINT AND S OUND
g

When it comes to sound, these last two
xamples clearly indicate a crucial difference between traditional music print

and digital file formats: This difference
manifests itself in the option of having
digital information processed by the
soundcard of a computer. The content
of eBooks can also easily be converted
into spoken text. There is, however,
one fundamental difference which concerns the importance of sound in a literary and a musical context.
“Music’s irreducible dimension,”
the French musicologist J.-J. Nattiez
once stated, “is sound. The musical
work manifests itself, in its material reality, in the form of sound waves” (Nattiez 1990:69). Krummel (1970:15) differentiates explicitly the work in a
musical from a literary sense when he
writes on “Music as Vibrations and as
Flyspecks:” “Music was originally, and
is essentially, sound and not paper” (cf.
Thomas & Smiraglia 1998:652).
This clearly delineates the difference
between printed music in general and a
printed text. A printed notation is
nothing more than an intermediate
and, one may add, fairly incomplete representation of what a composer has
conceived which is actually sound. The
composition is addressed to somebody
who listens, the book to somebody who
reads (at least in cultures with a tradition of reading and writing).
The MIDI output of a digital notation leads to fairly poor results as far as
timbre, dynamics, etc. are concerned.
But MIDI output is possible and it is
widely used. In many cases it is possible
to listen to a composition before deciding to download the file or not.
The extended functionality of a digital notation is also shown in Ex. 3. The
guitar tab was typeset with the software
TablEdit (http://www.tabledit.com),
the leading software for creating and
handling tablatures of all kinds. The
tab viewer software can be downloaded
as freeware (http://www.tabledit.com/
tefview/index.shtml).
For didactical purposes, the possibilities of a digital notation like the one
presented here reach far beyond any
“silent” paper edition. A closer look at
the single components of this “sounding notation” reveals a modular structure which is composed of (1) Western
staff notation, (2) sound, (3) the cursor
moving along the notation while the
piece is being played, (4) the display of
finger positions on the fretboard, (5) a

Example 2: Core melody of the Javanese gamelan composition“Sidamukti” in cipher notation

Example 3: Short excerpt
of “Silent Motion
Picture,” a composition
by Giovanni Unterberger. The notation(s)
have been created with
TablEdit and are displayed with TablView in
staff and a variety of tablature notations. The
vertical line indicates the
cursor position of the
play modul.

link between the sound and fingering
patterns, and (6) the coupling of pitch
and rhythm with a variety of different
sounds. It is one single digital source
which is the basis for all these different

modes of representation, and it is with
great difficulty that the individual components, worthy of ISMN assignment,
are singled out from such a multifarious virtual entity.
ISMN Newsletter 13 (2003)
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The market for classical music has
likewise discovered the extended possibilities of visual representations of music: Mischa Maisky’s latest recordings
of the “Six Suites for Solo Cello” by
Johann Sebastian Bach comes with a
software package (“CD-pluscore,” developed by Schott Music International)
which, after installation on the hard
disk, allows the listener to follow a cursor moving along a digital notation
while the musician plays (Deutsche
Grammophon 463314-2). The added
functionality of this music package is
described as follows: “You can follow
the musical score synchronously with
the recorded music. A playback cursor
guides you through the score. You can
also move to any part of the score and
listen to what you have chosen
(Listening mode).
You can play along yourself by selecting the MIDI funtion. For example,
you can allot a different MIDI instrument to each part. Or you can turn off
any one of the parts and practise it
yourself while CD-pluscore accompanies you. You can also adjust the tempo
and dynamics (Practice mode).
You can create your own edition of
the music, through the built-in editing
function, adding your own fingerings,
dynamics, slurs and ornamentation to
the score. the tempo and dynamics you
chose via the MIDI function will be
heard (as far as possible). You can determine staff size, page layout, and then
print the edited score in original Schott
quality as your personal copy to practise with (Editing mode)” (CD booklet,
p. 31).
***
In the framework of the Project Gutenberg “public domain chamber music scores” are offered for download
free of charge. On this website, some
arguments in favor of digital music notations in a public domain context are
put forward:
“The anticipated benefits from such an
archive are numerous.
4 Players won’t be dependent on libraries or music stores. For people with
low incomes this is vital, as it is for retirees and rural musicians who live far
from a city center.
4 Practically speaking, this also
8
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means no more lost parts, or people arriving for a session and having forgotten their music. Since there is no cost
and the process just requires a few minutes, people will download a score just
to read through it, and thereby gain familiarity with pieces they might not
otherwise have a chance to ever play.
Old, torn, unreadable parts will be a
thing of the past.
4 For brass players, it will no longer
be necessary to sight transpose, since it
is just as easy to print out a piece in F
as in Eb.
4 Individuals and music teachers will
no longer have to purchase expensive
libraries of scores, or to carry around
briefcases full of parts. Measure numbers are automatic. Mistakes in parts
will be gradually corrected on the web,
and permanently eliminated. Cuts and
editings can be put right into the part,
and a new printed copy prepared for
each group.
4 As a bonus to digitization comes
the possibility of Music-minus-one editions, for any part of the ensemble!
While this relies to some degree upon
the quality of the pre-recorded interpretation of a work as a derived MIDI
file, it also affords an unprecedented
rehearsal capability. A rudimentary performance comes almost for free, and
more customized versions can be done
by anyone with the time and inclination. Apart from such matters of personal taste, it is worth noting from a
pedagogic standpoint alone that the experience of hearing a metrically accurate performance with all the parts
speaking fully is a rare opportunity”
(http://www.ibiblio.org/gutenberg/
music/music_about.html).

g W HO A RE THE S UPPLIERS
OF

D IGITAL I TEMS ?

There are relatively few commercial
websites offering digital music notations. In addition, these notations are
embedded in very different contexts. In
a traditional music store, printed music
is sold besides musical instruments,
tuning forks, music stands, metronomes, badges of all kinds etc. On the
Internet, contexts in which digital sheet
music is presented are even more het-

erogeneous. Musical transcriptions are
offered for download by private persons together with such things as family
holiday snaps. Music ensembles present
notated excerpts of their repertoire in
the search for the next gig. Musicians
teaching musical instruments, as well as
music schools, want their students to
download exercises.
Music archives make collections of
musical prints available for the public.
Brown University and its collection of
African-American Sheet Music (1850–
1920) (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/
award97/rpbhtml/aasmhome.html) is a
good case in point. Once downloaded
and printed, these notations can still be
used for practical music making.
The network community idea helps
to create archives of digital music notations of considerable size. The Choral
Public Domain Library, for example,
the “largest web site devoted exclusively to free choral sheet music” (http://
www.cpdl.org) includes more than
4,300 items of choral notations, a collection which was made possible by
two-hundred voluntary co-workers
who typeset music for this website.
Companies which offer software for
musical typesetting like the idea of asking their customers to contribute a musical piece typeset with their program
to a collection of printed music which
this company hosts. Coda Finale users,
for example, prepared 11,000 compositions for the company’s website (http:
//www.finalemusic.com:81/coda/
fs_home.asp), Capella Software users
created a collection of over 7,500
pieces (http://www.whc.de/dpb.cfm).
More and more composers offer
(and sell) their compositions over the
Internet by charging for the download
of their musical notations. Often they
are requested by the publishing house
to musically typeset their compositions
with computer software before submitting the music to the publishing house.
Being in a position to generate the digital source material themselves, composers see a new marketing perspective
on the Internet.
One of the problems with these digital music notations in comparison with
traditional music prints is the quality of
the typesetting. Quality assurance is
difficult, if not impossible in this Internet context. Amateur typesetters might

not be able to fulfil certain standards as
far as page layout, point size, readability, line break insertion, etc. are concerned or they might even not know
about these standards. The traditional
music publisher advertises his products
by underlining the professionalism of
the typesetting, the high-quality binding etc., qualities which distinguish
printed music editions from the average
Internet looseleaf edition.

g T HE ISMN, AN I DENTIFIER
FOR

V IRTUAL E NTITIES ?

Should the ISMN be used in the future
as an identifier for all these different
kinds of digital music notations popping up in such heterogeneous contexts? We may anwer this with a “yes”
in the light of the ISMN’s claim as a
bibliographical identifier for all sheet
music worldwide thus allowing the establishment of a world bibliography of
printed music. The second argument in
favor of the ISMN, namely to support
the trade, to raise the efficiency of the
supply chain, to produce a rationalising
effect in a commercially oriented environment, is however less convincing:
The majority of Internet publishers are
running a non-profit enterprise; there is
no “trade” in the strict sense of the
Antonìn Je£ábek of the Czech ISMN Agency

term as there is no “supply chain.”
Let me discuss five possible answers
to the question whether or whether not
and/or in which way the ISMN comes
in here:
4 The ISMN only serves the traditional market of printed music publishing. Internet publishers are considered
outside the scope of the ISMN. The
ISMN should not support a publisher
community which challenges or even
destroys traditional market structures.
4 In the light of an expanding market
for digital music notations on the Internet, and a shrinking market for printed
music, the standard runs the risk of
considerably loosing its impact if the
Internet publishers are banned from
any ISMN assignment. Besides, conserving traditional market structures is
not a prime objective of the ISO standard 10957.
4 The assignment of ISMNs should
include virtual sheet music publishers.
“Ultimately non-commercial” publishers are not however eligible for an
ISMN.
4 One Danish Internet publisher described his website as “ultimately noncommercial.” Does the ISMN fit in
here? “Music publications, whether
available for sale, hire, gratis or for
copyright purposes only”are indeed eligible for an ISMN (ISMN Users’ Manual 1998:11). But so far these free offers
have been rare exceptions.
4 The assignment of ISMNs should
include virtual sheet music publishers.
Yet, virtual sheet music has to meet certain standards as far as layout, type and
musical content are concerned in order
to be eligible for an ISMN.
4 Quality assurance in the world of
music publishing is not an objective of
our work. Besides that, it would be very
difficult, if not impossible, to define
such quality criteria. What kind of music, what page design, what level of
readability would allow an ISMN allocation or prevent a music edition from
receiving an assignment?
4 The assignment of ISMNs should
include virtual sheet music publishers.
Yet, only those Internet publishers who
have not infringed on copyright laws in
the past should be granted an ISMN
publisher ID .
4 Although copyright protection is

an important issue, ISMN assignments
are not related to this question. On the
website of the ISWC, readers are informed that it makes sense to assign an
identifier to a musical work even if it is
obvious that a copyright infringement
has taken place (http://ww w.iswc.org/
iswc/iswc/en/html/ FAQA.html). This
number or code would allow the specific musical work to be marked as illegal on a worldwide level: henceassign
an international standard number in order to fight copyright infringement.
4 The last answer to the question
“how does the ISMN fit in here” is the
most radical one, although the message
is simple: All kinds of graphical representation of music—whether in digital
or non-digital format—fall within the
scope of the ISMN.
4 It is this most comprehensive and
least distinctive approach, but it is fully
covered by the standard regulations of
the ISMN in their present form.
A few questions remain: The prerequisite for a consistent allocation of
ISMNs is the existence of a market
which is clearly structured. The unhierarchical nature of the Internet somehow prevents systematic approaches
such as the ISMN would like to initiate.
Who is able to keep track of the publisher scene and the items of virtual
sheet music? Digital musical notations
Berit Holth of the Norwegian ISMN Agency
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are freely floating from website to website and can be downloaded at several
places. Who should assign an ISMN
and who is able to guarantee that this
will be the only ISMN linked to this
very item? Which national agency
should deal with websites which cannot
be assigned to any country or region?
And finally, who has the time and inclination to number all those 450,000 guitar tab notations?
g
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The report from Ulrich Wegner was a
follow-up from the discussion started
in Ankara by Susanne Sugar from the
Danish ISMN agency. A questionnaire
was sent out recently by the International Agency to find out about the interest of Internet providers of music
notations in the ISMN. There was minimal response to this inquiry.
It was discussed how digital music
notations can be identified from the
point of view of the ISMN community.
The participants from the ISMN agencies from Denmark, Norway and Hungary mentioned their problems in handling digital notations. In Denmark, for
example, the legal deposit law from
1990 is already outdated. The National
Library has trouble in receiving the notations in a form which can be used for
bibliographic needs.
Hartmut Walravens said that this issue can at the present time only be discussed, not solved. He stated that the
ISMN standard says that the form(at)
of a notation is not of any importance;
every form is eligible.
For the purpose of archiving, the
ISMN is desirable, but not a prerequisite. Both DOI and URN are compatible with ISMN. The advantage of using
10

DOIs is the resolution service, its disadvantage being the expensive business
model.
Hartmut Walravens views the ISMN
as the best solution for digital notations. It can be implemented in other
identifiers. These should always be interoperable; there should be interfaces
to communicate with others. Copyright
management may use identifiers but
there is no direct connection.

|
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IDNV – I NTERNATIONAL
D ATABASE FOR P RINTED M USIC .
H ISTORY, D ESIGN , AND P OTENTIAL
OF THE D ATABASE P ROJECT
( BY W OLFRAM K RAJEWSKI )
g I NTRODUCTION

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am very glad
to be here in Ljubljana with you. After
taking over the ISMN Agency’s work
for Austria, Germany, Luxembourg
and Switzerland a few weeks ago, I am
looking forward to learning more about
the ISMN. Furthermore, I am glad to
have this opportunity to give you an
overview of the IDNV project.
The IDNV is a new database project
designed as a complete, up to date and
reliable catalogue of internationally
available printed music and musical
products. The system is useful as a reference work and tool for publishers, retailers, libraries and all those interested
in music.
Furthermore, the IDNV will be a
very powerful communication system
in the near future for retail and publishers. Information about new publications or price changes from the publishers will be directly transferred to
the retailers. The retailer can prepare
and transfer his orders electronically
via IDNV to the publishers.
Daily work will be much easier using this technology. This represents a
great gain in efficiency for the individual participant and for the whole field.
In this presentation I would like to
inform you about the “theory” behind
the IDNV system, explaining to you
the design and aims, as well as the
“practical” aspects of the IDNV work.

g H OW I T A LL S TARTED :

DE-PARCON/ACAMAR
At the end of 2001 it was clear, that the
database VLM (the former printed music data-base of the German Buchhändler-Vereinigung GmbH) would not be
continued. So the field, represented by
the DMV (the German Music Publishers Association, approx. 580 publishers) and the GDM (the German Music
Retailer Association, approx. 650 members), needed to find a replacement for
this database, which was very important for the field.
Through the recommendations of
well known retailers we attracted the
attention of the DMV’s council. DEPARCON is a company who specializes
in software technology and services.
We undertake important database projects for several companies and fields.
One customer, for example, is the German recorded music industry which
means we are already well known by
some retailers.
After some initial meetings and discussions we were asked to continue the
VLM. For this our existing technology
and long term experience in music
databases has been vital. For us the interest and support we got from music
publishers and retailers for this project
has been very positive and decisive.
After an examination of all the details
we decided to continue the project.
From the beginning it was clear to
us not simply to continue the VLM but
to start a completely new project in
terms of its design, development and
aims.
Another advantage for this project is
that we have a sister company which
specializes in editorial services (ACAMAR). ACAMAR has a qualified team
as well as the technical equipment for
editorial work. In this way it is possible
for us to organize editorial services for
the IDNV and to build up good quality
databases.
By the way, ACAMAR has been doing the work of the ISMN agency for
Austria, Germany, Luxembourg and
Switzerland since April 2003.
Finally I will not withhold another
reason why we have a special passion
for this project. We have some active
musicians in our staff, e.g., I play the
violin and my brother (an engineer

leading the technical department) plays
the classical organ, so printed music
editions are a well known topic to both
of us.

g I NTERNATIONAL

IDNV is established in Germany as the
official database for printed music and
musical products, supported and recommended by the German Music Publishers Association (DMV) and the
German Music Retailers Association
(GDM).
However, it was important for us to
design and open the IDNV for international use for several reasons. Firstly
the retailers want the supplies from
American, British, French, Italian or in
fact of all international publishers to be
included in the IDNV database. Secondly the already internationally orientated German music publishers would
find a worldwide publication of their
catalogue advantageous for a database
project.
The IDNV is also a powerful tool
for libraries, who would find an international catalogue of printed music
more attractive.
The international aim is apparent in
the name IDNV (“I” stands for “international”). But above all we designed
the technology and database structure
so that an international expansion of
the project would be possible without
excessive costs.
“International” is also one reason
why I am here today with you in Ljubljana. This is an opportunity to get to
know you as representatives of different countries and to inform you about
the IDNV project. This may be the first
step to an international partnership. I
would like to add, that we will soon be
looking for partners and representatives in different countries so that the
advantages of the IDNV system can be
available to all interested parties.

g T HE E NTIRE S YSTEM . D ESIGN
AND

I TS T ECHNOLOGY

The database logo

ers, retailers and libraries. With IDNV,
the daily work of all parties involved
can be made quicker and easier.
Moreover, IDNV is the ideal tool for
bringing together the products into one
complete high-quality catalogue. Being
able to find an item easily will increase
sales potential for publishers and retailers. Consequently, commercial partners
will also distribute the IDNV catalogue
to musicians and any other possible
end users e.g. on a CD-ROM or Internet.
When developing the whole IDNV
system, several technical, organisational
and editorial details have to be considered. In order that such a complex
project can be created and kept running without excessive costs, we use
our own software technology. This has
important advantages for all participants. Every participant gets high quality software which may of course be
used in conjunction with existing IT
systems.
The right tool is essential for any
job, especially when working with large
databases. The software we deliver with
IDNV is perfectly suited for its purpose and the intended user. This also
saves a lot of time and further investment for a company deciding to work
with the IDNV system.

publishers and the IDNV editorial staff
at Acamar—with the important difference that a publisher can only change
his own catalogue but Acamar is able to
edit all the data. In fact IDNV Master
is the “oldest” member of the IDNV
software family. It was logical to begin
with the software for data maintenance
so that the IDNV catalogue could be
created and checked by the publishers
(and IDNV editorial) before publishing
the catalogue information.
IDNV Catalogue ...
... for searching the IDNV databases. This product is for retailers and libraries and was developed after the IDNV Master. The first edition of the
catalogue was published as a CD-ROM
in October 2002 when the IDNV editorial staff were sure that the contents
were ready to be published. Since then,
the catalogue has been published quarterly on CD-ROM. Today more than
340,000 items are available in the catalogue's database. An English software
version of the IDNV catalogue will
soon be available.
g

IDNV Order ...
... is now in development and will be
available in summer 2003 as the new
software for retailers. It enables retailers to find, collect and order products.
IDNV Order will be connected to the
g

Wolfram Krajewski of the
German ISMN Agency

g F UNCTIONS IN A CCORDANCE
TO THE

N EEDS

This is a good time to introduce you to
the practical aspects of IDNV. At the
moment the following applications exist:
IDNV Master ...
... for the maintenance of the catalogue data. This software is used by
g

The IDNV project is primarily meant
for professional users, such as publish-
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electronic ordering system of the
IDNV.
IDNV Sale ...
... is the new application for publishers—for receiving orders and transferring them to their own systems.
The IDNV will soon provide retailers, wholesalers and publishing houses
with a standardised, powerful and reliable electronic ordering system. For
this we need a lot of technology to ensure that the ordering exchange runs
smoothly. The transfer takes place
through a switch board using our secure software for data exchange. Safety
and encryption devices are integrated
into this system and this topic would
make a presentation in its own right.
Further software versions are
planned, e.g. a CD-ROM catalogue for
end users (musicians and all interested
in music) or a POS system for retailers
(Point Of Sale Information) and of
course an internet version (combined
with our HTML server system).
g

g U SING IDNV S OFTWARE ;
S EARCHING AND S ELECTING ;
FOR L IBRARIES AND R ETAILERS
( EXTRACT )

All the IDNV software programmes are
exceptionally easy to use and guarantee
an exemplary clarity of the databases.
Let’s first have a look at the IDNV catalogue and its basic functions.
The IDNV catalogue contains data
about items (printed music, currently
340,000 items) and single titles (information about contents, e.g. of a songbook). Additional databases and references to the participating publishers,
the composers, instruments, prices,
product formats are available too.
It is easy to begin even complex
search processes and see them through
to the desired end. In the selected database, search terms (the first letters are
usually sufficient) can be entered freely
in all the enquiry fields available. The
________________________________________
Editorial Note: The abilities of the IDNV were
shown as a computer-based demonstration which
can only be summarized here. If you are interested in further details, visit the IDNV website or
contact DE-PARCON.
12
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results appear immediately in a list and
can be sorted or restricted further.
The more precise the search criteria,
the closer you will come to hitting the
target. For this, the search terms can be
combined with each other and they
may be freely added or changed while
the search is in progress. Thus, the user
always obtains the desired end result
easily and quickly.
In the case of several suitable results, they can be compared with each
other without difficulty. If the data
fields shown in the current list are not
sufficient for this, you may insert any
further data field available in the database. You could also change the order
of the fields, for example put the price
field at the first position etc.
For comparing different items you
can use a specific window which shows
all information available for the item
together. You may open several windows to get an overview of all the details. Once you have found the item
you are interested in, the notepad database is for storing your personal selection of items.
Several printouts can be made of the
window for the item or of the lists. If
available, of course the ISMN is printed as a barcode. All IDNV applications
also support barcode scanners, so that
a user (e.g. retailer) may easily scan a
barcodes and find items.

the publisher’s up to date information.
This first IDNV database in fact was
never published for retailers or libraries
but sent back to the publishers, to give
them the opportunity to check and correct their catalogues by using the new
software tool IDNV Master.
When starting IDNV Master for the
first time, the publisher may transfer
existing data from the IDNV database
into a so called “own” database which
is for the editorial work of the specific
publisher.
IDNV Master offers a lot of powerful functions for the maintenance of the
data. These include simple functions to
make sure that the compulsory fields
are filled with information, that key
numbers are unique and that the check
digit of the ISMN is correct. Moreover
IDNV Master is a very flexible tool to
work with. The application is very fast,
the contents can be freely selected,
sorted and then edited directly in the
list of results which can be set together
according to the editorial work which
has to be done.
For adding new data, there is a dialog window which shows all the data
fields as a check list. When editing, entries may be selected and duplicated so
that you save typing work and the database can be built up using existing information with the advantage that the
information is more standardised.
IDNV Master also ensures that the
main IDNV catalogue is up to date.
Changes made by the editorial staff are
g M AINTENANCE , D ATA
marked with a sending status and the
Q UALITY AND U P TO D ATE
updates can be easily transferred online
C ONTENT
to the IDNV server.
Some publishers have their own
Now I would like to give you a short in- database and do not want to use a sectroduction into the editorial work with ond one. For these participants IDNV
Master has interfaces to import updates
IDNV Master. This topic is interesting
and transfer them to the IDNV main
for libraries and retailers too, because
this is how IDNV is able to offer up-to- database.
date and reliable information.
Before we started to design the new
IDNV databases, we asked publishers
g R ETAIL , O RDERING S YSTEM
to send us their catalogues (printed or
data) and analysed all the different versions we received. Based on this we cre- In the next step of the IDNV project,
ated the IDNV data structure, develdata updates sent by the publishers are
oped the software for maintenance
directly available to all retailers con(IDNV Master) and defined how the
nected to IDNV. Of course this is iminformation should be entered. Then
portant for the ordering system because
ACAMAR built up the first IDNV
new items or price changes are availdatabase by using data from VLM and
able as soon as possible.

nical infrastructure needed. DE-PARCON itself is a technical service partner who does not interfere in the business of retailers and publishers but
makes their work easier, more efficient
and prepares them for future developments.
The IDNV is designed for international use and we plan to find partners
in other countries interested in using
IDNV data, technology and infrastructure.
The IDNV is flexible, expandable
and open for further developments in
the future.

g

Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and corresponding records displayed in the IDNV database

C ONTACT

IDNV
To create orders, retailers will be
provided with the application called
IDNV Order or if the retailer prefers to
use his own stock control system he can
use interfaces to this application.
IDNV Order is an application
which has the same powerful research
functions which I showed you earlier. A
retailer can find information quickly,
can give recommendations to customers and is able to make confident
decisions about the selection of the
stock.
To prepare an order, the retailer selects one or more items, e.g. by searching or by scanning the barcode, and
adds the quantity he wants to order.
The IDNV Order application has a
database in which orders are put
together and automatically sorted
according to the publisher (or wholesaler) delivering the item. As long as an
order has not yet been sent, the retailer
is able to add or to change the details
of the orders.
It is easy to activate the data transfer
and, as said before, the transfer of the
orders takes place through a switch
board. The publisher receives order(s)
with IDNV Sale and it makes his job
easier if the IDNV ordering system is
used. This is because the product numbers are listed in the way given by the
publisher in the IDNV items database
(the available data fields are original order number, ISMN, ISBN, EAN and
UPC) so that every article can be clearly identified.

g C URRENT D EVELOPMENT,

P ROSPECTS , N EXT S TEPS
When creating the IDNV we planned
three basic steps:
g
Step 1. Catalogue: construction
and regular updating of a high-quality
catalogue available on CD-ROM.
g
Step 2. Ordering system: efficient
communication between trade and
publishers.
g
Step 3. Fine tuning, expansion and
follow-up projects on the basis of the
acquired infrastructure.
The first step has been completed
with the launch of the first catalogue in
October 2002 followed by regular updates since then. At present, we are
working to complete Step 2. We plan to
introduce the ordering system this summer.
For Step 3, interesting developments are planned, such as an English
version of the catalogue and a multimedia extension. Furthermore we are
looking for partners to work with us internationally.

g C ONCLUSION

DE-PARCON Softwaretechnology &
Marketing GmbH, Kalscheurener
Straße 8, D - 50354 Huerth, Germany
Tel.:+49 (0)2233-804 100
Fax: +49 (0)2233-804 1030
E-mail: info@de-parcon.net
URL: http://www.de-parcon.de
ACAMAR Management & Service
GmbH & Co. KG, Kalscheurener
Straße 8, D - 50354 Huerth, Germany
Tel.:+49 (0)2233-804 1060
Fax: +49 (0)2233-804 1061
E-mail: info@acamar-service.net
URL: http://www.acamar.de

g

O THER O N - AND
O FFLINE D ATABASES
FOR P RINTED M USIC
As a follow-up to the presentation of
Wolfram Krajewski, Ulrich Wegner
gave a short introduction to other databases for printed music which are accessible online or offline.

g T HE MPA C ATALOGUE OF

P RINTED M USIC (CD-ROM)
IDNV is more than just a comprehensive catalogue of good quality. The IDNV connects the members of the field
and offers an up to date and highly efficient way of communication. To make
all this possible, IDNV offers the tech-

The MPA Catalogue of Printed Music
was first published by the U.K. Music
Publisher Association in 1980 (http://
www.mpaonline.org.uk). Data was
published on microfiche. The first CDISMN Newsletter 13 (2003)
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ROM edition dates back to 1994. The
database today includes 260,000 records, of which 19,700 records include
an ISMN.
At the time MPA launched the database, it was technologically far advanced. Nowadays the demands for usability and userfriendliness have grown
considerably, and at MPA the need for
a re-launch of the catalogue within an
improved storage and retrieval framework is felt.
In contrast to the catalogues of the
British Library with their very detailed
entries, the MPA catalogue was supposed from the very beginning to be
easy to handle and to offer only basic
information for each item of printed
music. The catalogue was originally
published only for the trade at a time
when computers were not very
widespread.
Today, search words can be entered
in a relatively free format, allowing a
wide variety of character strings, substrings etc. to lead to the intended result. It is possible to search for an International Standard Music Number as
well.
Data is included in this database
free of charge. U.K. subscribers, mostly
retailers, pay an annual subscription fee
of 275 £, non-U.K. customers pay the
amoung of 350 £.
Prerequisite for the inclusion of data
is that publications (including foreign
publications) must be available via contact with a U.K. publisher/distributor.
Therefore the MPA Catalogue is primarily aimed at the U.K. market for printed music.

g T HE M USIC -I N -P RINT S ERIES

wind, Piano). The focus of this data
pool was obviously classical music.
The modular structure and the focus of the database were kept by “emusicquest” which took over the MusicIn-Print Series in 2000. The new owner
transferred the data into an online context. Today over 600,000 items are retrievable online.
The scope of the Music-In-Print
Series will be constantly extended with
areas like Popular Music, Band, Brass,
and Percussion being integrated in the
near future. Data are updated monthly;
music publishers are contacted by
“emusicquest” on a regular basis. It is
one of the objectives of the database
administrators to keep the data as international as possible and to address
their product to an international market.
Music publishers are not charged
for having their data published by
“emusicquest.” Retailers and libraries
pay a subscription rate on a six-month
or yearly base. Music retailers and other distributors pay annually US $ 300,to be granted access to the whole set of
modules, music libraries and other institutions pay US $ 400,-. Individuals
and performing organizations pay
US $ 50,- if only one module is intended to be used.
ISMNs are mentioned, if at all, only
in the field “Remarks.” It is not possible to search for an ISMN.

g T HE O NLINE M USIC C ATALOGUE
OF THE B RITISH L IBRARY
( HTTP :// WWW. BL . UK / COLLECTIONS /
MUSICCATALOGUES . HTML # PRINTED

The British Library holds the national
reference collections of music manuscripts and printed music publications.
The Music-In-Print Series project has
It comprises of around 1,5 million sepexisted since 1973. It was launched and arate items of printed music. Since the
carried on for many years by Musiclate 18th century, the library has been
data, Inc.
the legal deposit for all published muThe series included several books
sic in Great Britain.
each being devoted to certain segments
The old Catalogue of Printed Music
of the market for printed music: to no- in the British Library (CPM) was pubtations for certain instruments, ensemlished between 1981 and 1987 in book
ble formats, genres, and musical tradiformat. These sixty-two volumes list
tions (i.e., Sacred Choral, Secular
editions before 1980.
Choral, Organ, Classical Vocal, OrchesThe online catalogue contains entral, String, Classical Guitar, Woodtries for editions published after 1980
( HTTP :// WWW. EMUSICQUEST. COM )
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as well as for earlier publications catalogued after 1980. Included is nearly all
popular music published between 1900
and 1980.
Combined data from CPM and the
current online music catalogue (until
1996) are available as a CD-ROM edition, published by R. R. Bowker and K.
G. Saur.
Accessible online today are about
870,000 records, about 600,000 of
them being old records published before 1980 in the printed catalogues—
records which had been converted into
the online database format.
The ISMN is not mentioned in this
database of the British Library despite
the very detailed presentation of data
for each item.

g T HE D EUTSCHE M USIKARCHIV

( HTTP :// DMA - OPAC . DDB . DE )
The Deutsche Musikarchiv (DMA,
German Music Archive) was founded
in 1970. Since 1973, it has functioned
as the legal deposit for all German editions of printed music and all German
sound publications.
The Deutsche Musikarchiv closely
cooperates with the GEMA, the German “Society for Musical Performance
and Mechanical Reproduction Rights”
and is currently supplementing its database by collecting copies of German
music publications dating back to the
year of 1945.
The Deutsche Musicarchiv established a database for printed music editions which are not for sale, but can be
loaned: the so-called “Bonner Katalog.” This database is published in
book format and as part of a CD-ROM
edited by the German Library (Die
Deutsche Bibliothek).
The online catalogue includes all
printed music and music published on
vinyl records, music cassettes and CDs
from 1984 onwards. It includes 130,000
records with about 6,000 records being
added every year. As this online version
has only been launched recently, it is
not fully functional yet. Basic research
options will be implemented at a later
stage.
The ISMN is mentioned, wherever
available, in a field of its own.

Vesna AleksandroviÊ
(l.) of the Serbian
ISMN Agency and
Alenka KaniË, the
kind host of this
meeting

g

M ISCELLANEOUS

George Zachos (Greek ISMN Agency)
remarked that there are ISMN members whoh represent territories but not
countries, and asked about the legal
framework for their integration as fullfledged members of the ISMN system.
The standard text does not state explicitly that only nation states are eligible to run an ISMN agency on their
own. In disintegrating countries like
former Yugoslavia, the International
Agency is following a pragmatic approach, as Hartmut Walravens explained: in territories in a state of political transition and experiencing a lack
of communication the introduction of a
numbering standard is even more beneficial to the business of publishers and
traders. Furthermore, the ISMN might
help to foster the awareness for the educational or cultural heritage of a territory. One would probably be ill-advised
to wait for the politicians or military
leaders to solve all these problems.
George Zachos suggested that some
formal text should be conceived in
which the policy of the International
Agency should be officially stated.
For the ISMN Panel Meeting in
2004, there are good chances that the

ISMN representatives will meet in Belgrade, Serbia and Montenegro, at the
invitation of the newly founded Serbian
ISMN Agency.

g

g

g
A PPENDIX : ISMN S
A LLOCATED IN 2002 g

g

A RMENIA

Artchesh Publishing House of the Composers’
& Musicologists’ Union of Armenia, Demirchyan St 25, 375002 Erevan 2, T: (01) 524292,
Fax: (01) 525337, E-mail: brevis@
mbox.inet.amilink.net; ISMN: M-801601
Komitas LTD, Kurginian St 3-30, 375068
Erevan 68, T: (01) 772246; ISMN: M-801600
Publishing House of the State Museum of Literature and Art, Aram St 1, 375010 Erevan
10, T: (01) 563641, 567970; ISMN:
M-9013403
Tigran Mets Publishing House CJSC, Arshakunyats St 2, 375023 Erevan 23, T: (01)
527056, 522611, Fax: (01) 506469; ISMN:
M-9013402
Voskan Yerevantsy, Printing House, Publishing and Manufacturing OJSC, Melik
Adamian St 1, 375010 Erevan 10, T: (01)
521395, 527863, Fax: (01) 543024; ISMN:
M-9013400
Zangak-97 LTD, Vardanants dead-end 8,
375010 Erevan 10; ISMN: M-9013401

g

A USTRALIA

Amusica, 1 Park Avenue, Ashgrove, QLD
4060,T: 07 3366 2336, Fax: 07 3366 5907,
E-mail: amusica@powerup.cam.au; M-720021
Australian and New Zealand Cultural Arts
Limited, PO Box 70, Greensborough, VIC
3088, T: 03 94347640, Fax: 03 94341291,
E-mail: admin@anzca.com; ISMN: M-720033
Barbara Stacey, 18 Richmond St, Cronulla,
NSW 2230, T: 02 9523 9913, Fax: 02 9523
6363, E-mail: barbisan@csis.net.au; ISMN:
M-9009511
Beath-Cox Art Enterprises, 8 St James Street,
Highgate Hill, QLD 4101, T: 07 3844 6798,
Fax: 07 3844 6798, E-mail: beathcox@
bigpond.com; ISMN: M-9009503
Bushfire Press, 2 Hermann Court, Templestowe, VIC 3106, T: 03 9846 1755, Fax: 03
9846 1744, E-mail: bushfire@ozemail.com.au;
ISMN: M-9009513
Carrawobbity Press, PO Box 17, Albion Park,
NSW 2527, T: 02 4257 1788, Fax: 02 4257
1787, E-mail: desanti@bigpond.com; ISMN:
M-9009518
Catherine Chadwick, 15 Norray Avenue,
Mount Waverley, VIC 3149, T: 03 9802 4379,
E-mail: guitar_tutorial@email.com; ISMN:
M-9009505
Currency Press, PO Box 2287, Strawberry
Hills, NSW 2012, T: 02 9319 5877, Fax: 02
93193649, E-mail: margaretl@
currency.com.au; ISMN: M-720008
David Spicer Productions, 274 Military Road,
Dover Heights, NSW 2030, T: 02 9371 8458,
Fax: 02 9371 8458, E-mail: dspcie@
ozemail.com.au; ISMN: M-720020
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Dynamic Music, 8 Vostock Place, Modbury
North, SA 5092, T: 08 8395 3955, Fax: 08
8395 3955, E-mail: gs@dynamicmusic.net.au;
ISMN: M-67302
Emusic Pty Ltd. / Denison Street, Rozelle,
NSW 2039, T: 02 9555 1066, Fax: 02 9555
1301, E-mail: matthews@idx.com.au; ISMN:
M-9009502

Wynyard, TAS 7325, E-mail: pipnic@
bigpond.com; ISMN: M-720025
Platterlog Pty Ltd, PO Box 932, St Ives, NSW
2075, T: 02 9449 6744, Fax: 02 9983 9414,
E-mail: platterlog@rhodesdocherty.com;
ISMN: M-9009508

Flexi-Fingers, P.O. Box 3304, Dural, NSW
2158, T: 02 96531066, Fax: 02 96514338;
ISMN: M-720031

Publications by Wirripang, 18/106 Corrimal
Street, Wollongong, NSW 2500, T: 02 4228
9388, Fax: 02 4228 9377, E-mail: keats@wirripang.cam.au; ISMN: M-72007; ISMN:
M-720011

Flying Strings, 19 Wentworth Street, Bellerive,
TAS 7018, T: 03 6244 4154, Fax: 03 6244
4728, E-mail attwater@optusnet.com.au;
ISMN: M-720023

Red House Editions, PO Box 2123, Footscray,VIC 3011, T: 03 9687 7785, Fax: 03 9650
7432, E-mail: musik@redhouse.com.au;
ISMN: M-720018

Go West Music, GPO Box 154, Hobart, TAS
7001, T: 03 62 481779, Fax: 03 62 486967, Email: westy@trump.net.au; ISMN: M-720027

Red Rooster Press, PO Box 2129, Hotham,
VIC 3051, T: 03 9329 1248, Fax: 03 9329
1846, E-mail: rrpress@tpg.com.au; ISMN:
M-9009504

Golden Beach Music Publishing Australia, PO
Box 305, Brunsswick Heads, NSW 2483, T:
0266802502, Fax: 0266805402, E-mail: goldmusic@dodo.com.au; ISMN: M-720026
Groovy Music Publishing, 335 Flinders Lane,
Melbourne, VIC 3000, T: 03 9620 0450, Fax:
03 9620 0470, E-mail: groovymusic@
optusnet.com.au; ISMN: M-720040;
M-9009514
Jazzem Music, PO Box 165, Glenbrook, NSW
2773, T: 02 4739 5671, Fax: 02 4739 5671,
Email: magaretbrandman@yahoo.com; ISMN:
M-720010
Kangaroo Music Pty. Ltd, PO Box 1180,
Blackwood, SA 5051, T: 08 8178 0888, E-mail:
chris@kangarooomusic.com; ISMN: M-67303
The Keys Press, 66 Clotilde Strret, Mount
Lawley, WA 6050, T: 08 9271 6547, Fax: 08
9271 6581, E-mail: keyspress@bigpond.com;
ISMN: M-720006
Madesar, Unit 3, 60/64 Foch St, Box Hill, VIC
3128, T: 03 9899 2557, Fax: 03 9899 2557,
E-mail: uwm@iprimus.com.au; ISMN:
M-720032
Michael Furstner, PO Box 4590, Darwin, NT
801, T: 08 8941 1212, Fax: 08 8941 1212,
E-mail: jazclass@ozemail.com.au; ISMN:
M-720014
Music Manuscript Services, & Malgoa Street,
The Gap, QLD 4061, T: 07 3300 1367, Fax:
07 3300 5867, E-mail: moznot@uq.net.au;
ISMN: M-9009516
Music Therapy Enterprises, PO Box 161,
Wahroonga, NSW 2076, T: 02 9487 1509,
Fax: 02 9487 1595, E-mail:
dbright@ozemail.com.au; ISMN: M-9009512

Reed Music, PO Box 2929, Fitzroy, VIC 3065,
E-mail: info@reedmusic.com; ISMN:
M-720019
Robin Mann, 54 Currawong Crescent,
Modbury Heights,SA 5092, T: 08 8396 5019,
Fax: 08 8396 5019, E-mail: robindormann@
ozemail.com.au; ISMN: M-9009510
Rossendale Press, 5 Portland Street, Nedlands,
WA 6009, T: 08 9389 7663, Fax: 08 9389 7662,
E-mail: rpress@space.net.au; ISMN: M720015
Selve Amiche Publications, 264 Milne Road,
Modbury Heights, SA 5092, T: 08 8263 3137,
Fax: 08 8263 3137, E-mail: selvami@
airnet.com.au; ISMN: M-720022
Stiles Music Publications, 126 Narara Valley
Drive, Narara, NSW 2250, T: 02 43297823
Australia, E-mail: stilesaljen@onetel.net.uk,
stilespm@integritynet.com.au; ISMN:
M-720029
Sven Libaek Music, 4 Woodward Street,
Ermington, NSW 2115, T: 02 9684 5450, Fax:
02 9684 54 51, E-mail: libaek@bigpond.com;
ISMN: M-720012
TSM Music Pty Ltd, PO Box 766, Sunbury,
VIC 3429, T: 03 9740 7033, Fax: 03 9740
7033, E-mail: TSM.MUSIC@bigpond.com.au;
ISMN: M-9009507
Top Show Music, PO Box 685, Wynnum,
QLD 4178, T: 07 3396 4966, Fax: 07 3396
4252, E-mail: pjones@topshowmusic.com.au;
ISMN: M-720016
ToxicPop, PO Box 108, Forestville, NSW
2087, E-mail: info@toxicpop.net; ISMN:
M-9009509

Muso’s Media Pty Ltd, PO Box 188,
Kangaroo Flat, VIC 3555, T: 03 5447 0873,
Fax: 03 5447 8178, E-mail:
ozband@ozemail.com.au; ISMN: M-720005

Two Up Music Education, PO Box 268, East
Bentleigh, VIC 3165, T: 03 95780160, Fax: 03
95782413, E-mail: info@twoupmusic; ISMN:
M-720024

Noble House of Australia, The, PO Box 888,
Balhannah, SA 5242, T: 08 8339 7177, E-mail:
ihe@ihe.org.au; ISMN: M-9009517

Uniting Church in Australia (SA Synod), GPO
Box 2145, Adelaide, SA 5091, T: 08 8227
0822, Fax: 08 8227 0470, E-mail: events@
sa.uca.org.au@; ISMN: M-9009506

Opus House Press (Aust) Pty Ltd, 168 Arve
Road, Greeveston, TAS 7116, T: 03 6297
1542, Fax: 03 6297 1042, E-mail: ohp@
opushousepress.com.au; ISMN: M-720009
Philip Nicholas, 356 Mt Hicks Road,
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Willow Connection Pty Ltd, PO Box 288,
Brookvale, NSW 2100, T: 02 9948 3957, Fax:
02 9948 81 53, E-mail: info@ willowconnection.com.au; ISMN: M-720013

Willow Publishing Pty Ltd, PO Box 288,
Brookvale, NSW 2100, T: 02 9948 3957, Fax:
02 9948 81 53, E-mail: info@
willowpublishing.com.au; ISMN: M-720030
Wits’ End Music Pty Ltd, PO Box 18, Yungaburra, QLD 4872, T: 07 4095 3825, Fax: 07
4095 3825, E-mail: witsend@tpgi.com.au;
ISMN: M-720017
Y.M.V. Publishing, PO Box 17, Dernancourt,
SA 5075, T: 08 8264 7931, Fax: 08 8264 6378;
ISMN: M-9009515
g

C ROATIA

DemoviÊ, Miho, Strossmayerov trg 8/4, 10000
Zagreb, T: (01) 492-2515; ISMN M-9013550
DominoviÊ d.o.o., Trnjanska 54/a, 10000
Zagreb, T: (01) 611-5949, (01) 615-0315, Fax:
(01) 611-4240, E-mail: dominovic@zg.tel.hr;
ISMN M-801314
Eria izdanja d.o.o., Fonova bb, 10000 Zagreb,
T: (01) 376-5544, (01) 376-5545, Fax: (01)
370-2305, E-mail: eria@hi.hinet.hr; ISMN
M-801316
Filozofski fakultet u Puli, Ivana MatetiÊa
Ronjgova 1, 52100 Pula, T: (052) 377-500,
Fax: (052) 223-478, E-mail: dekanat@ffpu.hr;
ISMN M-9005247
Gerner Arko, Eliza, Trg bana JelaËiÊa 3 10000
Zagreb, T: (01) 481-6170; ISMN M-9005249
Hrvatska udruga gitarskih pedagoga Britanski
trg 5, 10000 Zagreb, ISMN M-801310
Ivanov, Miroslav, DerenÊinova 18, 10000
Zagreb, T: (01) 455-5331, (091) 201-0459;
ISMN M-801310
Kulturni centar Gatalinka, Ante StarËeviÊa 4,
32100 Vinkovci, T: (032) 331-341, Fax: (032)
331-341; ISMN M-801312
MardešiÊ, Vinko, Zadrugarska 10, 42000
VaraÔdin, T: (042) 313-434, Fax: (042) 241525, E-mail: vmardesic@vmardesic.com;
ISMN M-801311
Splitsko filharmonijsko društvo, Trg Hrvatske
bratske zajednice 3, 21000 Split, T: (021) 342080, (021) 342-640, Fax: (021) 342-080;
ISMN M-801313
Tiva tiskara d.o.o., Trg bana JelaËiÊa 21, 42000
VaraÔdin, T: (042)320-911, (042) 320-283,
Fax: (042) 320-281, E-mail: tiva@vz.tel.hr;
ISMN M-9005248
Tonimir d.o.o., Vladimira Nazora 6, 42232
VaraÔdinske Toplice, T: (042) 633-430, Fax:
(042) 633-480; ISMN M-9005250
g

C YPRUS

Demetres Regginos, Regaines 39, Flat C301,
2114 Aglantzia, Cyprus, T: 357-22-874908,
Fax: 357-22-767670; ISMN: M-720301
Nikos Troullo, Regaines 45A, 2114, Aglantzia,
Cyprus, T: 357-22-334941, Fax: 357-22334941; ISMN: M-720302
g

C ZECH R EPUBLIC

Editio JanáËek, o.p.s, Marešova 14, 602 00

Panel participants
heading for Bled
during a post-conference outing
Brno, T: 541 246 825, E-mail: editiojanacek@v
olny.cz; ISMN: M-706527
Kopp. Åeské Budýjovice, nakladatels 3, 370 01
Åeské Budýjovice, T: 386 460 474,-E-mail:
knihy@ kopp.cz; ISMN: M-66060
Matice cyrilometodýjská, spol. s r.o., Dolní
nám. 24/114,770 11 Olomouc, T: 585 222 803,
Fax: 585 222 803; ISMN: M-9004010
Nakladatelství Lynx, Jind£ich Pachta, Provazníkova 21, 613 00 Brno, T: 548 221 294, Fax:
548 221 200, E-mail: nakladatellynx@volny.cz;
ISMN: M-9004008
Warner/Chappell Music, spol s r.o. CZ, P£ístavní 18/1126, 170 00 Praha 7, T: 266 317
339, Fax: 266 311 863; ISMN: M-706525
Wingra, spol. s r.o., SeËská 17/1878, 100 00
Praha 10, T: 266 317 339, Fax: 266 311 863;
ISMN: M-706526
Univerzita Palackého v Olomouci, K£í kovského 8, 771 47 Olomouc, T: 585 631 723, 585
631 704, Fax: 585 631 786, E-mail: dzikova@
vupnw.upol.cz, http://www.upol.cz/vup;
ISMN: M-9004009
g

D ENMARK

Edition Munkholm, Kuhlausvej 6, 7400
Herning; M-66137
Fortlaget Søvnig, østergade 21, 4000 Roskilde;
M-706788
Jens Bang-Rasmussen, Frejasgade 14, 2200
Københaven N; M-706 787
g

E STONIA

EELK Pühapäevakooliühendus, Sunday-

School Union of Estonian Evangelical Lutheran Church, Kiriku plats 3, 10130 Tallinn,
Estonia, T: 627 7373, Fax: 627 7352, E-mail:
pu@eelk.ee; ISMN: M-54002

Lähetysyhdistys Rauhan sana, Rauhan sana,
Hallituskatu 27 A, 90100 Oulu, T: (08) 372
329, Fax: (08) 311 9870; ISMN: M-9001660

Estonian Classics OÜ, V. Reimani 4-2, 10124
Tallinn, Estonia, T: (050)98 858, Fax: 660
1046, E-mail: music@estonianclassics.ee, URL:
http://www.estonianclassics.ee; ISMN:
M-801700

Music-Art FG, Kärpänpolku 3, 60510
Hyllykallio, T: 040 528 9270, E-mail:
ferenc.gyimes@pp.inet.fi; ISMN:
M-9001662

SP Muusikaprojekt, Roosikrantsi 6-110, 10119
Tallinn, Estonia, T: 641 8315, Fax: 641 8315;
ISMN: M-801701
g

F INLAND

Consonus ky; ISMN: M-706322
Daigado oy, PL 20, 00731 Helsinki, T: (09)
386 1995, E-mail: pekka.tonttila@kolumbus.fi;
ISMN: M-9001665
Edition Canto, Koskelankatu 4, 06100 Porvoo,
T: (019) 582 249, E-mail: canto.blomqvist@
avenet.fi; ISMN: M-9001657, M-9001658
Fennica Gehrman oy ab, Lönnrotinkatu 20 B,
00120 Helsinki, T: (09) 7590 6311, Fax: (09)
7590 6312, E-mail: susanna.lehtinen@
fennicagehrman.fi; ISMN: M-55009
Keynote edition, Tatartie 3 A 4, 02520 Espoo,
T: (09) 547 4272, E-mail: keynote@
softhome.net; ISMN: M-9001666
Koistinen Kantele oy, Iso-Pappila, 82300
Rääkkylä, T: (013) 316 680, E-mail:
info@koistinenkantele.fi; ISMN: M-9001663
Kustannusosakeyhtiö Otava, Otava,
Uudenmaankatu 10, 00120 Helsinki, T: (09)
19 961, Fax: (09) 643 136, E-mail:
anita.filimonoff@helsinki.fi; ISMN:
M-9001664

Modus-musiikki oy; ISMN: M-55003

Pääesikunta, kirkollinen osasto sotilasmusiikkisektori, PL 919, 00131 Helsinki,
T: (09) 1812 2242, E-mail: harri.saksa@mil.fi;
ISMN: M-706340
Salveo avoin yhtiö; ISMN: M-9001615
Sax-julkaisu, Säletie 12, 90800 Oulu, T: (08)
556 4950,040 508 4948, E-mail:
heimo.saksio@pp.inet.fi; ISMN: M-706341
Suomen lähetysseura ry., PL 154, 00141
Helsinki, T: (09) 129 7242, Fax: (09) 129 7294,
E-mail: laura.terasvirta@mission.fi; ISMN:
M-9001667
Suomen rauhanyhdistysten keskusyhdistys ry.,
PL 151, 90101 Oulu, T: (08) 545 7457, Fax:
(08) 545 7444, E-mail: leena.anttila@srkoulu.net; ISMN: M-9001661
Uusinta kustannusosakeyhtiö, Uusinta Publishing Company ltd., PL 16, 00271 Helsinki,
Fax: (09) 588 1935, E-mail: osmo.raihala@
uusinta.com; ISMN: M-706338
Warner/Chappell Music Finland oy Fazer
Musiikki oy Edition Fazer, PL 126, 00521
Helsinki, T: (09) 229 560, E-mail: rita.andersen@ warnerchappell.com; ISMN: M-042
g

F RANCE

Abelard musique & technique, Monsieur
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Gilles Blum, B.P. 627, F-81116 CASTRES
Cedex, T: 05 63 71 34 40, Fax: 05 63 71 34 41,
abelard.musique@wanadoo.fr; ISMN:
M-707050
g

I TALY

Doc Studio Edizioni Musicali, Via Longhi, 11,
20137 Milano, T: 02 70100451, Fax: 02 749
6221; ISMN: M-705017
Ital Soft Edizioni Musicali, Viale don Sturzo,
9, 89013 Gioia Tauro, T: 096655007, Fax:
0966500007; ISMN: M-52006
Kraja Edition, CorsoTurati, 121, 00034
Colleferro, Roma, T: 069701760; ISMN:
M-705016
g

L ATVIA

Musica Baltica Ltd, K. Barona iela 30, Riga,
1011 LV, T: 7275575, Fax: 7275575, E-mail:
musbalt@latnet.lv, URL: www.ltn.lv/
~musbalt/home.htm; ISMN: M-706656
g

L ITHUANIA

Leidykla Tik‹jimo odis; changed to ISMN:
M-706264 from M-706251
Leidykla Saul‹s delta, Aušros al. 15, 5400 Šiauliai, T: 52 36 84, 52 36 82, Fax: 52 36 83;
ISMN: M-706263
Septinto dienos adventist#u ba nyËios, leidykla Am inoji Uola, A. Smetonos al. 35-1, 3016
Kaunas, T/Fax: 35 17 54, ISMN: M-706266
UAB Meno vaig ‹, Olandug. 54-39, 2007
Vilnius, Mob. T: 8615 39 860, 8615 398 70,
Fax: 215 40 82; ISMN: M-706265
g

N EW Z EALAND

Artaria Editions, T: +64 4 3808769, Fax: +64 4
3808569, E-mail: ab@artaria.com, URL:
http://www.artaria.com; ISMN: M-67451
Promethean Editions Limited, PO Box 10143, The Terrace, Wellington, 6036, New
Zealand, T: +64-4-473-5033, Fax: +64-4-4735066, E-mail: info@promethean-editions.com;
ISMN: M-67452
g

N ORWAY

Norsk noteservice AS, c/o Odd Steenberg,
Borgen 2040 Kløfta, T: 91355089, E-mail:
odd@noteservice.no; ISMN: M-66102
Lindberg Lyd AS, POB 56 Bogerud 0621
Oslo, T.: 22628110, Fax: 85029980, ISMN: M66104
Endre Dåvøy, Nypefjellet 60 5300 Kleppestø,
T.: 91388159, ISMN: M-66106
Glad sang - PBU, Pinsevennenes barne- og
ungdomsutvalg, POB 2 Tveita 0617 Oslo,T.:
22757530, Fax: 22757595; ISMN: M-706691
Luther Forlag, POB 6640 St. Olavs plass 0129
Oslo, T.: 22330608; ISMN: M-706692
TMA Music, c/o Tore Morten Andreassen
Sommerfeltsgt. 36, 9009 Tromsø, T.: 9158
4998, ISMN: M-706693
18
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Farstad Sound Productions (FSP), Dalsveien
13, 4634 Kristiansand, T.: 38085105,
91873546; ISMN: M-706694

Gamma, Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, Pucek,
Zdzis|aw, ul. Pu|awska 380, 02- 845; Warszawa
93, T: 6435110, ISMN: M-69300

Norsk fiskeværsmuseum, Å i Lofoten 8392
Sørvågen, T.: 95780482, Fax: 76091566,
ISMN: M-9005114

Hejna|, Wydawnictwo, ul. Stodó|kiewicza 20,
09-407, P|ock, T: 626969, Fax: 626969; ISMN:
M-801501

Kolofon AS, POB 171 1322 Høvik,
T.: 93497508; ISMN: M-9005115

Kort, Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, ul. A.
Mickiewicza, skr. poczt. 15, 32-400, My
Lenice, T: 2736188, Fax: 2736188, E-mail:
korn@korn.com.pl; ISMN: M-801504

Vuelie forlag, Magnus Halvorsens veg 7 7025
Trondheim, T.: 72830400, 90694620, Fax:
91042843; ISMN: M-9005116
Avenir Forlag, POB 6640 St. Olavs plass 0129
Oslo, T.: 22330608, ISMN:
M-9005117
Quint AS, POB 9269 Grønland 0134 Oslo,
T.: 22193227, ISMN: M-9005118
g

P OLAND

Absonic, Przedsi[biorstwo Wielobran~owe,
Templin, Grzegorz, ul. Nyska 59/61 pok. 206,
50-505, Wroc|aw, T:3367310, 3636189, Fax:
3367310; ISMN: M-9013311
Akademia Muzyczna im. Gra~yny i Kiejstuta
Bacewiczów w |odzi, ul. Gda«ska 32, 90-716,
|ód», T: 6339239, 6336952, 6338659, 6326959,
6363673, Fax: 6337936; ISMN: M-9013307
Akademia Muzyczna im. ignacego Jana
Paderewskiego w Poznaniu, Wydawnictwo, ul.
œw. Marcin 87, 61-0808, Pozna«, T: 856 8910,
Fax: 8536676; ISMN: M-9013317
Akademia Muzyczna im. Karola Lipi«skiego,
Rada Biblioteczno-Wydawnicza, Pl. 1-go Maja
2, 50-043, Wroc|aw, T: 3555543, 3555626 ext
136; ISMN: M-9013303
Asta, Agencja Us|ugowo-HandlowoWydawnicza, Centrum A bl. 1 m.116, 31-923,
Kraków; ISMN: M-9013306
Aukso, Fundacja Muzyki, Al. Ujazdowskie 6,
Zamek Ujazdowski, 00-461, Warszawa, T:
7516080, Fax: 7516080; ISMN: M-9013300
C.I.O.F.F., POLSKA Sekcja Mi[dzynarodowej
Rady Stowarzysze« Folklorystycznych,
Festiwali i Sztuki Ludowej, Stowarzyszenie, ul.
ZWM 15 m. 65, 02-786 Warszawa, T: 628
4507, ISMN: M-9013302
Crescendo, Firma Anczewska-Biskupska,
Hanna, ul. Wiewiórek 22, 05-807, Podkowa
Le na, T: 7297837; ISMN: M-9013310
Dom Wojska Polskiego, ul. Stefana Banacha 2,
02-097 Warszawa 22, T: 6284507; ISMN:
M-9013302
Erka, Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, K[dzierski,
Ryszard, ul. Darwina 16/2, 52-415, Wroc|aw
T: 3635270; ISMN: M-801503
Euterpe, Wydawnictwo, Kowalczyk, Marcin,
ul. Maryli 42, 80-123, Gda«sk, T: 603306087,
E-mail: euterpe@gd.onet.pl; ISMN: M-801507
Fundacja Promocji Warszawy i Stolic
Regionalnych III RP, ul. Mostowa 26/28 m.
13, 00-260, Warszawa, T: 6354582, Fax:
6354582; ISMN: M-6354582
Gama, Agencja Artystyczna, Spyra, Jadwiga,
Grzegorz, ul. Gwarecka 69/17, 41-500,
Chorzów, T: 2418087, Fax: 2418087, E-mail:
antyki@home.pl; ISMN: M-9013304

Kuku|ka, Muzyka i Taniec dla Dzieci,
Wymys|y 27A, 05-180, Pomiechówek,
T: 7944007, 0-501425842; ISMN: M-9013318
Magnolia, Sklep Wielobran~owy i Wydawnictwo, Gwo»dziowscy, M. i Z., ul. Powst.
Warszawskiego 5, 30-020, Wieliczka,
T: 2785930; ISMN: M-9013308
Musica Iagellonica, Sp. z o.o., ul. Westerplatte
10, 31-033, Kraków, T: 4220064, 4228211, 0602352329, Fax: 4220064; ISMN: M-9013313
Music World Edition, ul. Grzybowska 9/1220,
00-132, Warszawa, T: 6200901; ISMN:
‘M-9013315
Ossia Muzyczna Agencja Wydawnicza, ul.
Rze»nicza 20 m. 23, 31-540, Kraków; ISMN:
M-9013312
Polihymnia, Wydanictwo Muzyczne, spó|ka z
o.o., al. Ró~ 17/3, 20-809, Lublin, T: 7469717;
ISMN: M-9013314
Polskie Stowarzyszenie Pedagogów œpiewu,
ul. Powsta«ców œ1. 103, 53-332, Wroc|aw,
T:3613283, Fax:3613283; ISMN: M-9013320
Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne SA, al.
Krasi«skiego 11a, 31-111, Kacków, T:
4227044, Fax: 4220174, E-mail: pwm@
pwm.com.pl, URL: www.pwm.cam.pl; ISMN:
M-2740
Pop-Art, Rapacz, Maciej, Kili«skiego 17a, 34700, Rabka-Zdrój, T: 2680431, Fax: 2680431;
ISMN: M-9013319
Pro Arte, Wydawnictwo, ul. Galileusza 4F/7,
60-159, Pozna«, T: 8628506; ISMN:
M-9013321
Professional Music Press, Krasickiego 2a/82,
81-385 Gdynia, T: 6200139, 6200584, E-mail:
janusz@poplawski.com.pl, URL:
www.poplawski.com.pl; ISMN: M-801502
Solo Music Art, Agencja, Krauzowicz,
Andrzej, ul. Ogrodowa 96a, 34-400, Nowy
Targ, T: 2664717; ISMN: M-9013309
œl]ska Biblioteka Muzyczna, Polski Zwi]zek
Chórów i Orkiestr, Oddzia| œl]ski, ul.
S|owackiego 12, 40-093, Katowice, T: 599039,
Fax: 599039; ISMN: M-9013316
Studio Bis, Wydawnictwo, spó|ka cywilna.
Piskorczyk, K., Wi niewski J., ul. Misjonarska
2a, 09-402, P|ock, T: 2683215, Fax: 2683215;
ISMN: M-801505
Towarzystwo im. Fryderyka Chopina, ul.
Okólnik 1, Zamek Ostrogskich, skr. poczt. 10,
00-368, Warszawa 37, T: 8265935, 8275471-3,
Fax: 8279599, E-mail: hannaws@chopin.pl;
URL: www.tifc.chopin.pl, www.chopin.pl;
ISMN: M-9013305
Triangiel, Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, ul.
Samorz]dowa 13, 05-400, Otwock, T:

7885607, ul. Szcz[liwicka 2 lok. 8, Warszawa,
T: 7885607; ISMN: M-801506
Warszawskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne,
Jastrz[bska, Alicja, Ul. Mi[dzynarodowa
46/48A m.223, 03-922, Warszawa, T: 6726587;
ISMN: M-69301
g
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Adagio Ediciones Musicales, S.L., c/ Alcalá,
70 bajo, 28009 Madrid, T:(91)5779951,
5770751, Fax: (91) 5757645, E-mail:
seemsa@seemsa.com, mlquiroga@
seemsa.com; ISMN: M-801200
Alpuerto, S.A., Editorial, c/ Caños del Peral, 7
1º dcha., 28013 Madrid, T: (91) 5470348,
5470190, E-mail: editorialalpuerto@
eresmas.com; ISMN: M-69212
Amalgama Edicions, Ciutat, 16 1r 1ª Centre
d’Estudis Musicals del Bergueda l’Espill SCCL, 08360 Berga, T: (93) 8213953, Fax: (93)
8213953,E-mail: amalgama@espill.net, amalgama@caixamanresa.com; ISMN: M-69211
Arambol, S.L., Editorial, c/ García de
Paredes, 86, 28010 Madrid, T: (91) 3194057,
Fax:(91) 3194057,E-mail: arambol@
hotmail.com, arambolsl@hotmail.com; ISMN:
M-801204

Erviti, c/ San Martín, 28 bajo., Apdo 41 y
1316, 20005 San Sebastián, T: (943) 428783,
426536, Fax:(943) 285797, E-mail: erviti@erviti.com; ISMN: M-69201
Española de Ediciones Musicales Schott, S.L. ,
c/ Alcalá, 70 bajo Schott, 28009 Madrid, T:
(91) 5770751, Fax:(91) 5757645, E-mail:
seemsa@seemsa.com, seemsa@accessnet.es;
ISMN: M-54001, M-801202
Falla, Manuel de, Ediciones, S.L., c/ Bretón de
los Herreros, 55 bajo F, 28003 Madrid,
T: (91) 4417743, Fax:(91) 3994508, E-mail:
infor@manueldefallaediciones.es , URL:
www.manueldefallaediciones.es; ISMN:
M-801211
Instituciò Alfons el Magnànim, Diputación de
Valencia, c/ Quevedo, 10, 46001 Valencia, T:
(96) 3883756, Fax:(96) 3883751, E-mail:
vfs@terra.es, URL: www.alfonselmagnanim.
com; ISMN: M-801210
L’Eixam Edicions, S.L., c/ Ausias March, 34,
46016 Tavernes Blanques, T: (96) 1854314,
Fax:(96) 158891, E-mail: eixamedicions@
wanadoo.es; ISMN: M-801208
La Mà de Guido, c/ Les Planes, 37-39, 08201
Sabadell, T: (93) 7277486, Fax: (93) 7278561,
E-mail: info@lamadeguido.com, URL:
www.lamadeguido.com; ISMN: M-69208

de Odón, T: (91) 6647350, Fax: (91) 6164817,
E-mail: jmurillo@realmusical.com, URL:
www.realmusical.com; ISMN: M-69202
Rodrigo, Joaquín, S.A., Ediciones, c/ General
Yagüe, 11 4º J, 28020 Madrid, T: (91)
5552728, Fax: (91) 5564335, E-mail:
ediciones@joaquin-rodrigo.com, URL:
www.joaquin-rodrigo.com/index2.html;
ISMN: M-801203
SEEM, S.A., c/ Alcalá, 70 bajo, 28009 Madrid,
T: (91) 5770751/2, Fax: (91) 5757645, E-mail:
seemsa@seemsa.com; ISMN: M-69206
Sintonía, S.A., c/ Abdón Terradas, 5, 28015
Madrid, T: (91) 5492350, Fax: (91) 5439690,
E-mail: sintonía@sintonia.es, URL:
www.sintonia.es; ISMN: M-3504
Tenora, Edicions Musicals, S.L. ,Via Laietana,
23 1 D, 08003 Barcelona, T: (93) 3197958,
Fax: (93) 3101844; ISMN: M-69213
Tritó Edicions, S.L., av de la Catedral, 3 1º,
08002 Barcelona, T: (93) 3426175, Fax: (93)
3022670, E-mail: trito@trito.es, URL:
www.trito.es; ISMN: M-69204
VISO Editorial, Barrera, 22 1, 15001 La
Coruña, T: (981) 223470, E-mail: visoedit@
jazzfree.com; ISMN: M-69209
g
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Arte Tripharia, Apdo de Correos, 14622,
28080 Madrid, T: (91) 5221715, 5223562,
Fax:(91) 5214742, E-mail:
info@artetripharia.com, arte@mail.com, URL:
www.artetripharia.com; ISMN: M-3501

Mundimúsica Ediciones, S.L., c/ Santiago, 8,
28013 Madrid, T: (91) 6414246, Fax: 900 600
222, E-mail: fernando@garijo.com, URL:
www.mundimusicaediciones.com; ISMN:
M-69207

Altfiol i väst, Vindragaregatan 10B, 417 03
Göteborg, T 031 65 44 30, E-mail:
m.bengt.andersson@hem.utfors.se; ISMN:
M-66150-024-7

Autores Productores Asociados, S.L., APA, c/
Valle del Ebro, 1, Urbanización Las Lomas
APA, 28669 Boadilla del Monte, T: (91)
6332066, Fax:(91) 6321770, E-mail: apas@
lander.es; ISMN: M-3500

Música Práctica, c/ Los Olalla, 22, 28250
Torrelodones, Madrid, T: (91) 8593146,
E-mail: musicapractica@wanadoo.es; ISMN:
M-801209

Discantus, Vånggatan 18, 239 30 Skanör, T:
040 47 07 45, Fax: 040 47 07 45, E-mail:
discantus@telia.com, URL: http://
www.mf.ki.se

Música, Liturgia y Oración, Ediciones, Apdo
de correos, 436, 31080 Pamplona, T: (948)
53458, Fax: (948) 53458; ISMN: M-801205

Höglind Musikproduktion HB, Bildhuggarens
väg 5, 372 75 Johannishus, T: 0457 334 59,
Fax: 0457 334 59, E-mail musik@hoglind.se,
URL: http://www.hoglind.se; ISMN:
M-9006023

Boileau, Editorial de Música, S.A. , c/
Provença, 287, 08037 Barcelona, T: (93)
2155334, 4877456, Fax:(93) 2155334, E-mail:
boileau@boileau-music.com, URL:
www.boileau-music.com; ISMN: M-3503
Bolamar Ediciones Musicales,Azor, 5, Molino
de la Hoz, 28230 Las Rozas, T: (91) 6303229,
6304727, Fax:(91) 6303643, E-mail:
bolamar@redestb.es, URL: www.redestb.es/
personal/bolamar; ISMN: M-801201
CM Ediciones Musicales, S.L., c/ Viuda de
Epalza, 3-trasera, 48005 Bilbao (Vizcaya), T:
(94) 4154589, Fax:(94) 4163501, E-mail: infor@cm-ediciones.com, URL:
www.cm-ediciones.com; ISMN: M-69203
Caribe Music, S.A.,c/ Alcalá, 70, 28009
Madrid, T: (91) 5770751, Fax:(91) 5757645,
E-mail: seemsa@seemsa.com; ISMN:
M-801207
Clivis Publicacions, c/ Milà i Fontanals, 14-26
3º 9a, 08012 Barcelona, T: (93) 4588989,
Fax:(93) 4588989, E-mail: clivis@grn.es, URL:
www.grn.es/clivis; ISMN: M-3502
Dinsic Distribucions y Publicacions Musicals,
c/ Santa Anna, 10 entlo. 3ª Publicacions
Musicals Dinsic, 08002 Barcelona, T: (93)
3180605, Fax:(93) 4120501, E-mail:
dinsic@dinsic.com, fgalofre@dinsic.es, URL:
www.dinsic.es; ISMN: M-69210

Piles, Editorial de Música, S.A. ,c/ Archena,
33, Apdo de Correos, 8012, 46014 Valencia, T:
(96) 3704027, Fax: (96) 3704964, E-mail:
jesuspiles@pilesmusic.net, jaimepiles@
pilesmusic.net, URL: www.pilesmusic.com;
ISMN: M-3505
Piñero, Angel G., Ediciones, c/ Maldonado,
55, estudio 120, 28006 Madrid, T: (91)
5329085, Fax: (91) 5629085, E-mail:
angel_pinero@compuserve.com; ISMN:
M-9013100, M-9013101
Publicaciones Beethoven 2000, S.L.,Crta. Sant
Llorenç, 12 F, 08182 Sant Feliu de Codines,
Barcelona, T: (93) 8661386, 653562726,
Fax:(93) 4848550; ISMN:
M-69214

Medicinska Föreningen i Stockholm, Nobels
väg 10, Solna, Box 250, 171 77 Stokholm, T:
08 728 68 70, Fax: 08 33 00 16, E-mail:
info@mf.ki.se, URL: http://www.mf.ki.se;
M-66150-060-5
Notfabriken Music Publishing AB, c/o
Warner/Chappell Music, Vendevägen 85 B,
Box 533, 182 15 Danderyd, T: 08/622 09 00,
Fax: 08/755 49 38; ISMN: M-706873
Spalt Musikförlag HB, c/o Poulsen, Nävgatan
24, 784 40 Borlänge, T: 0243 822 54, Fax:
0243 855 11, E-mail delp@brevet.nu; ISMN:
M-66150

Pygmalión, S.L., Editorial, c/ José María
Morelos, 12, 28043 Madrid, T: (91) 3818093,
Fax:(91) 4050186, E-mail: musicalia@
musicalia.com, URL: www.quomusic.com;
ISMN: M-801206
Quiroga, S.L., Ediciones, c/ Alcalá, 70, 28009
Madrid, T: (91) 5770751/2, Fax: (91) 5757645,
E-mail: cpcancio@seemsa.com, seemsa@
seemsa.com; ISMN: M-69205
Real Musical Publicaciones y Ediciones, S.A.,
Carretera M-501, K. 9300, 28670 Villaviciosa
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Music Publishers’ International ISMN Directory (MPIID)
Edited by the International ISMN Agency, Berlin
4th edition 2003. XXXVIII, 602 pages. Hardbound
EUR 178.00/sFr 306.00. ISBN 3-598-22260-2

The source of information for the music business!
The Music Publishers’ International ISMN Directory was first published in 1996. Just as the well-known and widely used “Publishers’ International ISBN Directory” (PIID) proved to be an essential tool for the book trade, so too is the MPIID for the music
trade, and it is consequently in great demand. This is clear proof of
just how valuable this catalog can be for all branches of the music
trade, as well as for libraries. This unique compendium will also
simplify research, ordering and sales procedures in all domains of
the music trade. The third edition of the Music Publishers’
International ISMN Directory, published by the International ISMN
Agency, offers both updated and new data on companies, institutes and individuals that publish music or are at least involved in it.
The world’s music publishers at a glance!
This directory includes 15,100 publishing companies, together
with their addresses and contact numbers, from 91 countries. This
includes nearly all companies actively publishing music throughout the world, and represents an increase of 19% in comparison
to the previous edition. Also listed are the authors of almost 90%
of the music manuscripts produced on an international scale. In
addition to large countries with numerous music publishers, small
countries such as Lithuania, Guadeloupe or Zambia are of particular interest, since in the past it has always been very difficult to actually follow up what they produced.
Use the ISMN to quickly find a publisher and the country of origin!
As with the ISBN system, each music publisher is assigned an International Standard Music Number. The music industry can
therefore use the ISMN number to quickly identify a publisher and familiarize itself with the specific ordering and delivery
procedures.
The latest information gathered from a variety of sources!
The data contained in this directory is taken both from the results of comprehensive surveys of numerous music publishing
associations, music information centers, copyright agencies, music libraries and ISBN agencies, and from information supplied
by the ISMN agencies. At the moment, there are ISMN agencies in over 40 countries. This guarantees up-to-the-minute, reliable data.
A detailed introductory section provides information on the structure and function of the ISMN system.
K · G · Saur Verlag
A Thomson Learning Company
Postfach 70 16 20 · D-81316 München · Germany
Tel. +49 (0)89 76902-232, Fax +49 (0)89 76902-250
e-mail: info@saur.de http://www.saur.de
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International ISMN Agency
Potsdamer Strasse 33, 10785 Berlin, Germany
Tel.: (+49 30) 266 2336, Fax: (+49 30) 266 2378
E-mail: ismn@sbb.spk-berlin.de, URL: ismn-international.org

